We exist to help children realise their greatness through life-changing education.

We provide access to quality education to children in the developing world by building schools, creating child-friendly schools and providing scholarships.

We partner with local NGOs to implement education projects.
121 million of primary and lower secondary school age do not have access to education.

250 million children of primary age lack basic reading, writing and mathematic skills.

103 million youth worldwide lack basic literacy skills and more than 60% of them are women.
WE'VE GOT

SOLUTIONS

BUILDING SCHOOLS

BLOCK SCHOOLS

LEARN MORE
Block Schools target 11 of the 17 UN global sustainable development goals
WHERE WE WORK

CAMBODIA

LAOS

LOMBOK, INDONESIA
We're serious about connecting those who give to the people they help. We prove our projects through creative impact reports with:

- Photos
- Stories from the Field
- Videos
- GPS Coordinates
- Google Maps
- Infographics
HOW WE PROVE IT

O'Romdeng Primary School

Country: Cambodia
Village: O'Romdeng
Children Served: 120
Funded by: Velrada and Big Walkers 2017 Campaign
Project Name: BGC O'Romdeng 1
Local Partner: Child's Dream
Complete: July 2017

Meet the Students

This is where we work
Wise Owls are a group of like-minded people and organisations who recognise that, like any start-up business, we need investors who believe in the work we do. Our Wise Owls invest in our salaries enabling us to grow as an organisation in order to fuel our mission and maximise impact.

We can’t offer our Wise Owls stock options but we do treat them like shareholders. ROI is measured by operational efficiency ratio, increased revenue, increase in program outputs, and most importantly the number of children gaining access to quality education.

The value proposition we offer our Wise Owls Investors is a share certificate and exclusive personalised videos from the founders Duncan and Nicola discussing updates and progress of Classroom of Hope.
The Principals are a community of philanthropists, family foundations, business leaders and entrepreneurs who commit single or multi-year support to our operations so that we can continue to provide children with access to quality education while building a sustainable organisation. Our Principals provide much more than just financial support. They are part of our Classroom of Hope family, our loyal friends and champions of our work. Their belief in us fuels our mission. The Principals are also playing a vital role in supporting our operations as we navigate through COVID-19.
WATCH OUR STORY
IN THE MEDIA

The West Australian

today tonight

WA today.com.au

STARTUP DAILY

BUSINESS NEWS
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

GENEROSITY Magazine